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Section-I -Vocabulary 

(1) Choose the appropriate Synonyms of the underlined words.  (5×1=5) 
Art and culture in that period were fostered(I)  by the king’s munificent(II) acts. The 

exceptional(III) statues and tower prove the implementation (IV)of  skillful acts of the  king. So the 

temple is swarmed (V)  by the people from all over the world till this day. 

I    a) hinder  b) cared  c) offered  d) took 

II a) selfish  b) stingy c) generous  d) ample 

III  a) frequent   b) normal c) usual   d) unusual 

IV a) carrying out  b) non fulfillment c) direction  d) non performance 

V a) wanted  b) lacked c) crowded  d) ignored 

(ii) Choose the appropriate Antonyms of the underlined words.  (5×1=5) 
Raju advised Velan not to panic (i) at times of disaster. He should act 

with courage, avoid being invidious (ii), work with diligence (iii) and treat elders with 

reverence (iv) seldom (v) do we get an opportunity to listen to earnest and valuable 

advice. 

i)  a) to confront   b) fear   c) to be calm   d) to command 

ii)  a) greedy   b) hard working c) tactful   d) just 

iii)  a) laziness   b) alertness  c) gloom   d) rarely 

iv)  a) dejection   b) disloyalty  c) disrespect   d) dignity 

v)  a) rarely   b) annually  c) often   d) occasionally 

Answer any ten of the following      (10x1=10) 

(3) The common expansion of NHRC is…… 

      a)  National Humanitarian Rights Committee  b) National Human Reserve Commission  

      c) Nation Human Rights Commission   d) National Human Rights Commission   

4) Fill in the blanks with correct homophones 

a)The houses in villages are mostly of one storey only. 

b)The houses in villages are mostly of one story only. 

5) Replace the word with correct American English word 

The boot of the car is damaged. 

6) Which one of the following words given below can be placed before ‘ending’ to complete the                                                   

sentence meaningful? 

 Keeping the house clean is a……..-ending chore. ( a) all  b) show c) never d) slow 

7) What is the plural form of the word “ox’? 

 a) oxes  b) oxices c) oxen  d) ox 

8) Attach a suffix to the word ‘national……’ 
 a) ize b) tion  c)ment  d)  ty 

9) Replace the underlined word with one of the phrasal verbs given below to convey the same   meaning. 

   The teacher asked the students to write the answers. 

a) Take back b) take after c) take on d) take down 

10) Separate the syllables of any one of the following words 

 i) individual b) originate c) historian 

11)Choose appropriate word to make meaningful sentence: 

 No body likes him for his………habits. 
a) Childlike b) childish 

12) Construct a sentence using one of the words: 

a) Persist  b) Persistence c)  Persistent 

13)Reframe sentence using the underlined word as a verb. 

 Let us give glory to God. 
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 Vehicles should not violate the traffic rules 

a) Vehicles need not to follow the traffic rules. 

b) Vehicles should obey the traffic rules. 

 

    SECTION–B (Grammar25 marks) 
Answer All the questions        (10 x 1=10 ) 
15) Which of the options will suit the following sentence? 

If  iron is heated,……. 
a) It would melt b) it will melts c) it would have melted 

16) Identify the pattern of the following sentence: 

The panel elected Venu leader unanimously. 
a) SVOAC     b)SVOCA c) ASVOC 

17) Choose the correct question tag: 

  My sisters cannot play hockey……..? 
a) Can  them? b) can’t they c) can they 

18) Complete the sentence: 

Raju is ……………boy. 
a) most clever     b) a clever boy  c) more clever than 

19) Choose the sentence which conveys the same meaning: 

There is a little water in the glass. 

a) There is no water in the glass. b) There is some water in the glass. 

20) Complete the sentence: 

Sachin reached such a height…………….his hard work. 
a) Instead of   b) due to c) in the event of 

21Choose the correct verb form to complete the sentence: 

How dare he………my friend. 
a) to abuse  b) abusing c) abuse 

22) Choose the correct phrase to complete the sentence: 

He…………… her face and startled. 
a) Glanced at  b) glanced on  c) glanced 

23) Choose the appropriate article to complete the sentence: 

     ……..Chinese is a very difficult language to learn. 
a) a b) the  c) an  d) no article 

24) Choose appropriate preposition to complete the sentence: 

Many Russians name their children……….Indians. 
a) after  b) to  c) for  d) of 

I. Rewrite all as directed.         
(25) Combine the following two sentences into a single sentence:  (5x2=10) 

He adds 5 and 5. He gets 10. 

26) Rewrite this sentence using passive voice: 
John had written a letter to his father. He didn’t receive the replying letter yet.  

27)Rewrite this sentence in indirect speech: 
 I said,” Oh! Sorry, I have forgotten to bring my pen.” 

28) Rewrite as a single sentence using relative pronoun. 
      This school is for children. Their first language is Tamil 
29. 29)Look at the picture and write a sentence using any one of the degrees. 
 

           



 

30)Punctuate the following sentence:        https://englishnectar.blogspot.com 

no said malini I havent heard this news 
SECTION–III (PROSE:15MARKS) 

PART– I Answer briefly any five of the following questions    (5x2=10) 
 

31) Did Hughie earn 10000 pounds? 

32) What are the two incidents that stress the importance of music as an essential art? 

33) What are the twofold duties to be done by the students ? 

34) Who is Peter Gleick? What is his belief? 

35) What should the employers know about the law for domestic workers? 

36) What are the reasons for birds migration? 

37) What did the author see at the Royal museum? 

PART– II  

38) Answer in a paragraph any one of the following questions.   (1X5=5) 

a) Attempt a character sketch.  I) Hughie  II) The Baron  

b) What were the contributions of Cholas to art and culture  

c) Describe the daily routine of Chaya and her family. 
 

SECTION–IV (POETRY :20MARKS)     (1X5=5) 

PART– I  

39) Quote from memory any one of the following extracts.   
a) Five lines of the poem “Going for Water” 

From: With laughter............... 

To: ……………heard the brook.  
(OR) 

b) The first five lines of the poem “Migrant Bird” 

From: The Globe’s............... 

To: ……………vigil gates. 
PART– II Read the following poetic lines and answer the questions given below. (5x1=5)   

40) Decades of practice , Heirlooms of rich traditions 

What do these lines portray about the sculptor? 

41) No maps, no boundaries to block .” 

Who are not bound by map or boundaries? 

42) “With the great black piano appassionato” 

What is meant by appassionato? 

43) “ And so we went with pail and can” 

 Why did the children go  with bucket and can? 

44) If we cared for any meadows, it were merely 
To drop down in them and sleep. 

 What do the children need? 

 PART=III . 

Read the following lines from the poems studied and answer the questions given below. (5x1=5) 

45) “So now it is vain for the singer to burst into clamour 

        With the great black piano appassionato, the glamour”. 

         Pick out the words that rhyme in these lines 

46) Turns the sky in the high window blank and reeling 

      Turns the long light that dropeth down the wall 

      Find out the figure of speech employed in these lines. 

47) A mirror of his changing moods” 

      Identify the figure of speech employed here 

48) Betrays me back, till the heart of me weeps to belong  -  Pick out the alliteration 

49) We ran as if to meet the moon. - Pick out the Hyperbole 

 



Answer the paragraph any one of the following     5x1=5 

50. (a) Describe the various qualities of a person who has a beautiful heart OR 

(b) Narrate the sufferings of the children working in factories OR 

(c) How does the Shilpi gradually change a virgin rock in to a statue of God? 
 

51. Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow. 

Some animals hibernate or go into a deep sleep as an adaptation to the cold months of winter. 

Hibernation is different from normal sleep. During hibernation an animal seems to be dead. Its 

metabolism slows down and its body temperature drops. Its heartbeat slows to only two or three beats a 

minute. Since its bodily processes are so slow, it needs very little food to stay alive. Some animals which 

hibernate are toads, skunks, ground squirrels, bees, and bats. Bears sleep during the winter, but they are 

not true hibernators. They wake up when they hear loud noises. 

 Some animals aestivate, or go into a deep sleep as an adaptation to the hot, dry months of summer. 

During aestivation, an animal’s heartbeat and breathing slow down. During aestivation, an animal does 

not grow or move. It does not need to eat because it is not using much energy. 

Some animals burrow underground, where it is cooler before they begin to aestivate .Some animals which 

aestivate are reptiles, bees, hedgehogs, frogs, toads, and earthworms. 

Questions 

a. Why is hibernation different from normal sleep? 

b. Why do animals need very little food during hibernation? 

c. Bears are not true hibernators – Why? 

d. What is the difference between hibernation and aestivation? 

e. Classify the animals that hibernate and aestivate. 

51) Identify and correct the errors in the following sentences. 
 a) Copernicus proved that the Earth move around the Sun. 

 b) Since two days, I have not taken the breakfast but dinner. 

 c) He returned back from Dubai  

 d) He can’t able to carry the bag. 

 e) Guna is suffering with fever. 

52) Look at the picture and answer the questions below                (5X1=5) 
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a) What do you see in the picture? 

 b) What is the man doing?   

c) Name some other animals and birds 

used for street performances. 

d) What will you do if you happen to 

see a snake?  

e) Write a sentence about your pet 

animal.  
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